WHAT IS SAE-A KNOWN?
Founded in 1986, Sae-A nowadays is recognized as one of the largest global leading apparel
& textile company that manufactures and exports to the United States, Europe and Japan
with focus in knitwear. Currently, we have over 900 team members in our headquarters and
60,000 associates working at 41 global operations in 10 countries across four continents.
We are proud of our success and continuous expansion is thanks to the building of global
communicating of employees and clients. Our business philosophy remains rooted the three
core principles:
Strive for excellence by embracing technology
Be active member of the communication in which we work
Foster safe, open and supportive environment.
In early 2016, Sae-A was established in Vietnam with some employees and now we are
delighted to appeal approximately 50 dedicated employees and we strongly believe we will
attract many people come to work with us for our new project in near future.
WHAT IS OUR COMPANY’S CULTURE?
Sae-A management Team promisingly give each single employee good training, assure to
bring professional development, career advancement opportunity as well as comfortable
and friendly environment in workplace. Each employee never feel out of balance between
working and life since we know what to help you do your best. We expect you success not
only career but also life. We define our success through how long you work with us and how
much you are satisfied to work every day. The company’s leaders will always keep line of
communication and team work wide open so, many issues can be easily voiced and promptly
addressed. Every question can be answered and instructed effectively at Sae-A. It is our
culture.

SAE-A VIETNAM
Vincom Dong Khoi -45A Ly Tu Trong, Ben Nghe ward, Dist 1

1. Position: Technical Designer
[Job description ]
1. Review fit of garment sample on the mannequin
2. Review pattern and provide pattern correction
3. Approve pattern/sample instead of Buyer TD
4. Analyze construction/detail of garment sample
5. Suggest construction/detail to Buyer TD
[Job requirement]
o A four year college degree is required. Bachelor’s degree in fashion design/ Garment
Technology.
o Proficiency with personal computers in a Microsoft Windows applications:
Excel/Word/Power Point/Outlook are required.
o Understanding of style design, sewing construction, pattern alteration
o Good command of English skills (listening/speaking/reading/writing)
o Experience for Fit sample follow-up or Garment sample fitting on mannequin
o Experienced in pattern CAD program(STY CAD/OPTITEX)
o Hard working, high responsibility, especially strong passion in Garment industry
2. Position: CAD
[Job description ]
-

Making marker and calculating fabric consumption by using CAD system

-

Making a grading pattern by using CAD system

-

Communicate with sales team and Technical Design team

[Job requirement]
 Graduate from college, university in fashion design or garment technology
preferred
 Proficiency in spoken and written English
 Understanding of pattern is needed
 Understanding of Korean is a plus.
 Experience in a CAD technician or a similar position
 The experience will be evaluated through the practical test
(Using Lectra or Optitex program).

3. Position: Merchandiser
[Job description ]
-

Cooperate with garment factories.

-

Sample development and price offer

-

Check production status and manage bulk performance.

-

Communicate with Buyer office.

-

Communicate with headquarter in Korea.

-

Place and allocate order to subcontract suppliers

-

Deliver fabric P.O and work with fabric mill.

[Job requirement]
-

Graduated from University/ college

-

English speaking (4 skills)

-

Computer literacy

-

0-3 years experiences in Garment Field

-

High responsibility, team work, good communication

4. <Contact information>

CONTACT
Please kindly email me if you are
concerning or you know someone want to
find new job with more challenges and
stability.

Email: orchid81@sae-a.com
Tel: 0902.7.1111.2
Orchid Huynh / THANK YOU 

